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Abstract
Due to the technical developments in electronics the amount of digital content is continuously increasing. In order to make digital content
respectively multimedia content available to potentially large and geographically distributed consumer populations, Content Distribution
Networks (CDNs) are used. The main task of current CDNs is the efficient delivery and increased availability of content to the consumer.
This area has been subject to research for several years. Modern CDN solutions aim to additionally automate the CDN management.
Furthermore, modern applications do not just perform retrieval or access operations on content, but also create content, modify content,
actively place content at appropriate locations of the infrastructure, etc. If these operations are also supported by the distribution
infrastructure, we call the infrastructure Content Networks (CN) instead of CDN. In order to solve the major challenges of future CNs,
researchers from different communities have to collaborate, based on a common terminology. It is the aim of this paper, to contribute to such
a terminology, to summarize the state-of-the-art, and to highlight and discuss some grand challenges for CNs that we have identified. Our
conception of these challenges is supported by the answers to a questionnaire we received from many leading European research groups in
the field.
q 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Due to the technical developments in electronics, digital
representation is becoming more and more dominant
compared to analogue representation of multimedia content.
For example, new capturing devices like digital video
cameras enable professional content producers to directly
produce high-quality movies for broadcasting and movie
theatres in digital formats e.g. MPEG or DV based video
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formats. Also, in the private domain the use of digital
cameras is constantly increasing. It is obvious that this trend
will continue and as a result the amount of digital
multimedia content is continuously increasing.
Multimedia content is produced for later use in different
contexts, for example in entertainment, training, etc.
Usually, content is not used at the same geographic location
where it is produced and/or stored. Furthermore, there is in
most cases a potentially very large user population. In order
to efficiently deliver content to the users, an infrastructure is
used that is called Content Distribution Network (CDN).
The first large scale type of CDNs that has been used for
many years (and probably will still be used in the near
future) are broadcast networks for television. However, the
role of the Internet as a basic platform for CDNs is
becoming more and more important because of two reasons.
First, the amount of digital multimedia content is
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continuously increasing; and second, the number of endusers that are connected to the Internet with reasonable
bandwidth links, e.g. ADSL, is also increasing. Consequently, the usage of Internet based CDNs and by this also
their importance will increase.
The usage of CDNs is changing. Currently, for instance,
the dominant application is content presentation. The first
content presentation applications have been simple video
streaming applications. Due to achievements in computer
architecture, networking, compression technologies, and
synchronization technologies, modern applications are used
to present and interact with synchronized multimedia
documents, which are composed out of synchronized
continuous and discrete media elements. These applications
allow users to select media elements as well as to control the
application. In other words, the degree of interactions
between user and content has increased compared to the first
generation of content presentation applications and play-out
is just one of many functions that are supported. It is the task
of the CDN to provide the user efficient read access as well
as navigation and search facilities to the content.
Content consists of two main parts, the encoded media
and metadata. Metadata, such as content description but also
format and location related metadata provides the means for
efficient content retrieval and placement of content in the
CDN. Further, it enables the control of the content within a
CDN. Metadata can be created manually, but ideally should
be extracted from the media and production process
automatically. Only if this automatic support can be realized
can the vast amount of newly produced content be
efficiently handled [29]. Automatic annotation and updating
relevant metadata, as well as metadata management are in
our view going to become part of the infrastructure. Further,
the management of content according to its properties (i.e.
its description with metadata and the administration of
different copies within the infrastructure) is also becoming
part of the content infrastructure and referred to as content
management.
So far, we based our discussion on an intuitive
understanding of the terms content and CDN. Since there
is no generally accepted definition of these terms, we give in
the following a precise characterization of these terms:
The term Content Distribution Network (CDN) implies a
networked infrastructure that supports the distribution of
content. Content in this context consists of encoded data or
multimedia data, e.g. video, audio, documents, images, web
pages, and metadata, i.e. data about data. Metadata allows
identifying, finding and managing the multimedia data, and
also facilitates the interpretation of the multimedia data.
Content can be pre-recorded or retrieved from live
sources; it can be persistent or transient data within the
system. Distribution refers to the active retrieval or the
active transmission of information. The infrastructure has to
provide communication support and ought to contain
mechanisms that facilitate effective delivery or increase

availability of content (such as caching, replication,
perfecting).
Thus, CDNs should exploit the inherent structural and/or
semantic characteristics (i.e. distinct properties) of content
as well as access patterns and delivery modes for effective
content handling and distribution. Within a CDN the content
items are the prime objects of distribution and management,
i.e. the entire operations within a CDN centre around
content, its distribution and all processes related to it.
In contrast to other infrastructures that can also be used to
distribute content, CDNs are specifically designed for the
transmission and retrieval of content. Since other systems or
infrastructures can be (and in fact are) used for the delivery
of content, it is necessary to distinguish and delineate CDN
from other systems that are also communicating data. This
differentiation should not discriminate against other
systems, but it should make clear what the differences are.
CDNs also have to be compared to other, non-CDNs that are
used for content delivery. If these systems are better or
equally efficient for content delivery, the purpose of CDNs
has not been fulfilled. It should be noted that the above
characterizations covers not only Internet based CDNs, but
other infrastructures for the distribution of content (such as
Broadcast Networks) as well. For Internet based CDNs,
which are the focus of our work, it should be noted that
CDNs can go beyond the simple client-server computing
model. On top of the transport infrastructure of the Internet
additional functionality is implemented, typically as an
overlay network. CDNs can take various forms and
structures. On the one hand, they can be centrally
controlled, hierarchical infrastructures under the administrative domain of a service provider; on the other hand, they
can be completely decentralised systems (such as P2P file
sharing applications). In between, they can be various forms
of interworking and control sharing between different
entities forming a CDN. The crucial point about CDNs,
however, is that they exploit the inherent content
characteristics to provide a better service.

2. Architectural principles and issues in content
(distribution) networks
As we have stated earlier, the main concern of current
CDNs is the efficient delivery and increased availability of
content to the consumer. Therefore, mechanisms like
caching, replication, pre-fetching, batching of requests in
multicast streams etc. have been developed. The caches and
proxies that implement these mechanisms are structured in
an overlay network. In the early years of CDN research and
development the main focus has been on the delivery
mechanism and the management and maintenance of the
CDN itself has been done by hand, i.e. explicitly and very
often hard coded into the system. This might be suitable for
the placement of PCs in the network and their integration
into a particular overlay structure as well as for the creation
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Fig. 1. High-level architecture.

and placement of content replicas. More modern CDN
solutions, however, aim to automate the CDN management.
One task of CDN management would be to maintain the
overlay topology of a CDN with respect to the current
network conditions.
We have seen that modern applications do not just
perform retrieval or access operations on content but also
create content, modify content, actively place content at
appropriate locations of the infrastructure, etc. If these
operations, which we so-far call content management
operations, are also supported by the infrastructure, we
call the infrastructure Content Networks (CN) instead of
CDN. This is done in order to distinguish the more
sophisticated, upcoming systems from those systems
focusing on the pure distribution of content.
A major issue in this context is the architecture of such
infrastructures. There are various possibilities to design
such systems. However, they can be all assessed according
to the kind of operations they support and the way content is
handled. As illustrated in Fig. 1, we differentiate three
classes of operations, i.e. content management operations,
CDN management operations, and delivery mechanisms. In
order to support the different needs of applications it is
necessary to apply the classical principle of systems design
in CNs again, i.e. the separation of mechanisms and
policies. Delivery mechanisms are controlled and guided
by policies that are provided by CDN management and
content management. One example for this is the automatic
decision when to establish where a new replica, based on
meta-data describing the content and meta-data describing
user patterns.

3. State-of-the-art
General considerations on CDN design can be found in
[5]. First generation CDNs have mostly focused on Web
documents, either static or dynamic [8,9]. Rabinovich et al.
[6] cover caching and replication techniques (both
operational and research solutions) for the specific case of
the Web. Research efforts in this domain gave birth to
successful companies like Akamai [7].
Second generation CDNs (that have not currently
reached the market) deal with Video-on-Demand (VoD)
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and audio and video streaming. Wu et al. provide in [1] a
general overview of the problems related to video streaming
over the Internet (at the server and client sides and also in
the network). A rich literature exists on scalable video-ondemand algorithms with open-loop, e.g. [2], and close loop
algorithms, e.g. [3,4].
In the remainder of this section, we address the following
topics that we deem important in the context of CDNs and
CNs. First, we review the standardization effort in CDNs
and Content Management. This is followed by a discussion
of the communication aspects of content distribution. Next,
we discuss both P2P research efforts and operational
solutions to provide large scale services. Finally, we focus
on emerging content management systems.
3.1. CDN standardization
There are two major standardization initiatives that have
addressed issues related to content distribution. These are
namely the MPEG-21 framework for the management and
delivery of content and the IETF CDI (content distribution
internetworking) working group.
3.1.1. MPEG-21
The Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) has
recognized the need to define a framework that describes
how the different elements of content management and
delivery fit together in order to provide ‘the big picture’
[51]. This resulted in the specification of the MPEG-21
Multimedia Framework. MPEG-21 is concerned with the
entire (fully electronic) workflow of digital multimedia
content creation delivery and trading. Its aim is to cover
interaction with multimedia content and to provide a
framework for the transparent usage of various content
types and multimedia resources on multiple devices
connected through a wide range of networks.
MPEG-21 has seven key-elements [29]:
† Content Handling and Usage is an interface specification
that covers all workflow steps in the content value chain
from content creation, over its manipulation, search and
storage, to its delivery and re-use.
† Digital Item Declaration is a scheme for declaring
Digital Items by a set of standardised abstract terms and
concepts; i.e. it specifies the makeup, structure and
organisation of essence and content objects called
Digital Items.
† Digital Item Identification is a framework for the
identification and description of entities regardless of
their nature and granularity.
† Intellectual Property Management and Protection
(IPMP) deals with IPR management and protection at
all involved devices and networks.
† Terminal and Networks deals with the functional
interoperability between heterogeneous networks and
devices.
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† Content Representation specifies how media resources
are represented
† Event Reporting defines the metrics necessary to
understand performance and event reports in a MPEG21 system.
At its most basic level, MPEG-21 provides a framework
in which one user interacts with another where the object of
the interaction is a piece of content (called Digital Item).
These interactions include creating content, providing
content, archiving content, rating content, enhancing and
delivering content, aggregating content, syndicating content, retail selling of content, consuming content, subscribing to content, regulating content, facilitating and regulating
transactions that occur from any of the above.
The MPEG-21 standardization has commenced in late
1999, but considering the immense task and large scope of
the project it is still at a very early stage. At present much
effort is spend on Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
management and protection issues covering all the legal
aspects involved in this.
3.1.2. IETF CDI initiative
Within the IETF content distribution issues have been
addressed in the IETF CDI WG [45]. This working group
represents the IETF’s CDN and Content Distribution
Internetworking (CDI) initiatives. CDNs and CDIs are
intended to serve as platforms for content providers to
distribute their content without having to manage an
infrastructure. The work concerning CDI has remained in
the requirements stage. Its main focus has been on large
scale content distribution in a Web context. Issues that have
been addressed by the working group include a model for
CDI [44], architectural questions [46], distribution requirements [47], CDI scenarios [48], and CDI Authentication
Authorisation and Accounting (AAA) requirements [49].
The central aspect in this context is the location, download
and usage tracking of content in CDN and CDI.
A CDN provides an infrastructure for publishing content
to a large user group. It is an overlay network that runs on
top of the Internet using application level protocols and
techniques. Caching and server farms are proposed to bring
the content close to the user/consumer. This reduces
network load and improves the perceived QoS to the user.
In order to increase the reach of a single CDN,
commercial and technical internetworking between different providers is proposed. The key technologies for content
internetworking are request routing, advertisement, content
distribution and accounting procedures between different
networks. Each CDN remains a ‘black-box’ to the peering
CDN in a CDI.
Not in the focus of the initiative are content search, rights
management and rights protection. Closed and protected
content environments (e.g. for business-to-business processes) are also not part of the standardization effort.
Further, while support for streamed and live transmission

for continuous multimedia data is mentioned in the context
of Surrogate servers and their potential role to act as
splitters, continuous media support is not sufficiently
addressed [50].
The different CDI related documents introduce a number
of interesting and relevant aspects in the context of content
distribution in an Internet environment but remain at the
requirements and conceptual level. Since 2002, no further
activities on these topics have been reported.
3.2. Communication systems
The design principles of the Internet were based around a
model where the network forwards packets to the specified
destination on a best-effort basis. Whilst these founding
principles have contributed to the Internet’s scalability and
resilience to partial failures, they ultimately mean that the
Internet is suited to supporting applications without strict
timing requirements. A major research challenge over the
past 15 years has been looking at ways to deliver media with
strict timing restrictions across an infrastructure that is
fundamentally offering a best-effort service. More recently,
research has focused on developing a distribution infrastructure that not only operates on top of a best-effort
infrastructure, but also copes with problems such as network
congestion and overloaded servers.
During the 1990’s, the research community invested
heavily in the development of multimedia servers, and
demonstrated that it was vital to examine the design
principles of file servers before considering how they
could support continuous media. In particular, servers
offering real-time guarantees in order to support the timely
delivery of continuous media were investigated [95,111].
Whereas ensuring that the continuity of a single continuous
media stream is relatively straightforward, supporting
multiple users without violating the integrity of other
requested media streams necessitated the employment of
appropriate admission control mechanisms. There was also
a need to improve storage retrieval techniques in order that
sufficient amounts of data were obtained from disk subsystems to meet the requirements of the streams currently in
service. Continued work in server design has led to the
development of high performance servers capable of
providing content to a large number of users. However,
this was only the first step. Delivery of content to users in
remote locations was still a major problem, and led to
considerable work in the deployment of a real-time service
model for the Internet.
Attempts to solve the delivery problem prompted work
on ways to ‘layer’ reservation and admission control
mechanisms on top of IP, to provide several levels of
network service. This work was carried out within the
Integrated Services (IntServ) and Resource Reservation
Protocol (RSVP) working groups of the IETF. The work was
later complemented by research into a more lightweight
mechanism for service differentiation, led by the
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Differentiated Services (DiffServ) working group, and work
on Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS). These solutions
go some way to offering predictable behaviour for Internet
users. However, their effectiveness in an end-to-end
scenario is still unclear, due to the complexity involved in
obtaining services across a number of ISP domains [96],
which may require service level agreements to be negotiated
between individual ISPs involved in the delivery process.
There is also a question mark over the scalability of some of
the signalling mechanisms involved in providing end-to-end
QoS [96].
Network caching is seen as an orthogonal (and
complementary) solution providing end-to-end QoS. Network caching entails storing frequently accessed content
closer to users, therefore reducing the distance (number of
hops) that must be traversed in order to retrieve the content.
This has a number of potential impacts. Firstly, by locating
content close to users, the latency and unpredictability of the
delay in the Internet can be reduced. Second, by local
caching of requested content from remote servers, fewer of
these requests have to be sent out across the Internet to be
fulfilled. As a consequence, the upstream bandwidth
requirements are reduced, resulting in cost savings to the
network service provider. Thirdly, as content is serviced
locally, the overall load on the origin server is reduced,
allowing it to service other requests.
The predominant use of network caching within the
Internet has been in providing web-caching services for
HTML documents consisting of static images and text.
However, over recent years the web has undergone a
process of evolution, moving away from what was once
a predominantly text based information system to a fullyfledged multimedia information system. Studies have
shown that the number of continuous media objects
stored on web services is increasing [97]. Despite this,
most Internet web caches are either unable to meet the
timely demands of continuous media, or simply disregard
the material for caching. As a result, research work has
started on the design of scalable multimedia cache node
architectures [98].
Recent research in multimedia caching has been
developing new architectures and mechanisms to support
the delivery of high quality live and on-demand streaming
media. Work in this field includes SOCCER [99], developed
at the Networking Software Research Department at Bell
Labs, who have developed an architecture to provide better
support for streaming media over the Internet, using
segmentation of streaming objects, dynamic caching, and
self-organizing cooperative caching techniques. Other work
in this area includes Middleman, developed at Cornell
University, consisting of a collection of cooperative proxy
servers that, as an aggregate, cache video files within a local
area network [100]. Research also considers the caching of
hierarchical streams [101], caching policies to support
multimedia content [102,103], and approaches to caching
multimedia information [104–107].
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Many of the above-mentioned caching architectures
assume, and rely on, the use of multicast communication
within the network. However, for various technical and
economic reasons, multicast has not been widely deployed
in the Internet [108]. This has triggered research to find
ways to support, at the application level, functionality not
ubiquitously provided in the Internet [109]. This has led to
solutions relying on Application-Level Overlay Networks,
which represent logical interconnection amongst endsystems. Examples of such overlays are application-level
multicasting structures, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks and
some CDNs. With the exception of content location for
asynchronous downloads that lead to techniques based on
Distributed Hash Tables, much of the work on overlay
networks has been focused towards scalability issues for
logical interconnection. Application-level Overlays can be
tightly integrated with, and exploit the characteristics of,
applications (e.g. data format, communication architecture,
etc.)
3.3. Peer-to-Peer systems
P2P file sharing systems are probably the most popular
IT content delivery systems at present. In 2001, Napster was
the fastest-growing application in the Internet’s history [52].
Whereas Napster still contained some central elements,
Gnutella is a fully decentralized, unstructured system [53].
Since the advent of these systems a number of proposals
using for instance Supernodes [54], [55] or decentralized
structured approaches based on hash search and indexing
[56–58] have been developed. Further, some systems use
hybrid approaches that combine client/server aspects with
P2P structured and unstructured concepts [61–63]. Structured P2P networks index content using hash indices. These
hash indices represent meta-information to a certain extent.
However, the kind of management and content support they
provide is fairly limited. For instance range queries cannot
so easily be supported by structured approaches. Usually
only the search for specific content objects where the
identity is known is possible. Further, although there are
proposals to provide load-balancing (e.g. within DHT based
systems [59,60]) active management of content within the
system is commonly not part of the systems.
While P2P networks still need to improve their metadata
management, they nonetheless offer the ability to leverage
the computation, disk and bandwidth resources of a lot of
hosts simultaneously in the Internet. P2P networks are
expected to solve two important issues related to content
distribution: First, the streaming of content to a large
population of clients in the (best-effort) Internet, and
second, the large scale distribution of files (e.g. virus
patches or OS updates). We hereafter review the main
proposals that address these two fundamental issues.
Two main classes of streaming applications can be
distinguished: VoD applications and more delay-sensitive
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live streaming multimedia applications, such as the seminar
or television broadcast.
A lot of mechanisms have been proposed for VoD-like
applications and they usually leverage multiple sending
peers and one receiver [64–67]. Some solutions also propose
layered video coding or multiple description coding to
handle the asymmetric properties of the access networks
(e.g. ADSL or cable modems) [68,69].
Issues related to streaming live multimedia flows have
also been addressed in the research community and
solutions include single or multiple applicative multicast
trees. The single tree approach is the most popular today and
aims to reproduce the native IP multicast structure across
tunnelled unicast connections between peers. It is used in
protocols like SpreadIt [70], PeerCast [71], ESM [72], NICE
[73] and Zigzag [74]. The main differences between the
different schemes lie in the target goals (e.g. reliable vs.
unreliable multicast transmission), the algorithms used to
create/maintain the tree and to manage peer arrivals and
departures. The second approach which is based on multiple
multicast trees allows to achieve load balancing and obtains
a better resiliency to node failures and packet loss by using
appropriate data encodings. Such mechanisms include
Splitstream [76], CoopNet [77] and P2PCast [78]. Bullet
[79] is an original hybrid scheme combining a standard
single-tree structure and a mesh made of random connections (orthogonal to the tree) used to send the bulk of data
among peers which are far away in the tree hierarchy.
The second important issue addressed by P2P networks
in the context of content distribution is the replication of
files on a large set of peers. The most important challenge
here is to devise distributed algorithms that, on one hand,
enforce the cooperation among (selfish) hosts and, on the
other hand, are robust to early departure of peers and to flash
crowd arrivals of new peers. BitTorrent [80,24] is currently
the most popular P2P replication application. The entry
point to a BitTorrent session (replication of a single file) is a
web server that redirects the client to the so-called tracker
that keeps track of all the peers active in the session. The
tracker itself is not involved in the file distribution. The
latter function is based on the swarming technique, the file
being cut into equal size chunks (typical size is 256 KB).
Two algorithms control the exchange of chunks among
peers. First, a peer selection algorithm that enables peers to
consistently look for the fastest servers and second, a chunk
selection algorithm that allows to maintain the diversity of
chunks in the system. Overall, BitTorrent appears to be
extremely efficient for large sessions (thousands of peers)
with flash crowds [24]. Qui et al. provide in [81] an in-depth
mathematical study of the BitTorrent algorithms, while [82]
provides a more general study on large scale replication
strategies (using chains, tree, and parallel trees). Slurpie
[31] proposes more complex algorithms to achieve goals
similar to BitTorrent. Preliminary results are promising but
the actual performance of Slurpie (large number of clients
and/or flash crowd) is unknown. FastReplica [83] offers a

solution to large scale replication in the context where all
peers are controlled by a single entity, as the case of the
surrogate servers of a CDN provider.
3.4. Content management systems
At present, content is mainly managed within the
application domain. In general, two types of content
management systems (CMS) can be distinguished, i.e.
systems managing Web pages and documents [35], and
professional CMS that are used in content production (e.g.
film and video production), handling and delivery [29].
Whereas the former is mainly concerned with managing
information in a certain presentation context, the latter
supports not only content administration but also all
processes and workflows related to content production,
handling and transmission. What these systems have in
common is the architectural approach. In both cases, an
architecture in which the different content parts are
managed largely independently is the core of the system.
Usually, the actual media (i.e. video, audio, images, webcontent, etc.) is managed separately from the metadata
within special file or storage systems. For the media
relatively large, storage intensive files have to be handled.
The communication requirements can vary between a few
Kb/s to hundreds of Mb/s (e.g. MPEG-4 based video [36]).
The metadata is typically a structured representation of the
data related to, respectively describing, content. Metadata
can be represented in data models (e.g. the BBC’s SMEFTM
[37]) or description schemes (e.g. MPEG-7 [38], Dublin
Core [39]). Very often the metadata is encoded using XML
[40]; for the professional domain a combination of the
SMPTE Metadata Dictionary and the Key-Length-Value
protocol is proposed [41]. Sometimes media and metadata is
handled together for instance within MPEG-2 Multiple
Program Transport Streams [29] or in content files (e.g.
MXF [42] or BWF [43]).
For large CMS that span an entire organization a
distributed architecture is being adopted. The different
system components are connected via various different
networks (LAN, WAN, Fibre Channel, SDI, etc.).
Further, autonomous CMS within the same organization
are also linked to allow access to content under the control
of another organizational domain (e.g. the archive CMS to
editorial office CMS). At this level the integration ranges
from simple message exchange over the use of APIs to a full
integration using component based application development. Flexibility and scalability are ensured using concepts
such as service groups and broker-manager models [29].
What is currently missing are automatic content
migration according to information-life-cycle concepts
and self-organizing CMS. The former is referring to
automatically moving content to the most appropriate
location in a distributed CMS infrastructure. For instance,
news content could be automatically transferred to the
archive CMS after a certain time period. Self-organizing
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CMS is referring to networked systems that allow the
flexible addition of systems and components without the
need of central control. Ideally, new CMS would join the
CMS network without any manual configuration.
In today’s CMS, content management is entirely taking
place within a CMS middleware layer or at the application
level. The communication sub-systems are solely used to
transfer data. IT networks such as LAN or the Internet are
assumed to be purely best effort not providing any specific
support for the transmission of content. Apart from this
specific networks for the transmission of video and audio (e.
g. SDI, SDTI, satellites, etc.) or dedicated networks (e.g.
within storage area networks) are deployed as part of the
CMS infrastructure.

4. A snapshot of ongoing research activities
In order to achieve a better understanding of how the
research community is approaching the problem to advance
the previously described state-of-the-art, we have distributed in 2004 a questionnaire to all members of E-Next.
E-Next is a Network-of-Excellence, which is funded by the
6th Framework Programme of the EU and which is formed
by 42 European research groups in networking and
distributed systems. The particular goal of the questionnaire
was to get a concise overview on ongoing research activities
in the area and its recent results, like research projects, PhD
works, publications etc. Additionally, we are interested to
learn about the basic assumptions, like in which environments shall the solutions be working, which tools are used
for CN research, and what are the main challenges for future
CNs. The fact that 14 research teams from E-Next answered
the questionnaire and helped us to identify 22 projects and
21 PhD theses in E-Next itself demonstrates that CNs are
regarded as an important research field. In this section, we
give a brief summary of the assumptions, applications and
tools, while the next section is integrating most of the
responses and the main challenges and discuss them in more
depth.
In the research projects that have been identified, there is
a clear consensus about the networking infrastructure that
should be addressed: all assume an IPv4 based network and
some do not exclude a later transition to IPv6, all consider
best-effort networks and some combine them with DiffServ,
and mainly large scale systems are targeted. The applications that are supposed to use the CNs that are developed
in the different projects comprise the classical Video-onDemand as well as News-on-Demand with high user
interactivity, Distributed Content Management System for
Professional use, Medical Digital Video Library, Media-onDemand for Education, 3D Virtual Worlds for a large
number of users that interact through multicast streams. The
tools that are used for these research projects comprise
various programming tools and simulation tools, of which
ns-2 [94] is clearly the favourite tool for most researchers.
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However, many researchers have realized that simulation is
just an early step in the development and PlanetLab [88] as a
test-bed is regarded also as very important. Furthermore,
topology generators, like Brite [89], workload generators,
like MediSyn [90] and ProWGen [91], and content creation
tools like Helix DNA Producer Command Line Application
[92] and camtasia [93] are applied.

5. Challenges
There are many challenges that need to be addressed in
future CN research. In this section, we state five of those
challenges that we deem to be major ones:
1. How to handle unexpected resource demand and
network conditions?
2. How to design and develop a research CN?
3. How many CDNs do we need to fulfill the requirements
of different applications?
4. How to take advantage of application and content
semantics?
5. How to deploy future large scale services?

5.1. Measurement effort
CNs rely on CDN services to distribute and manage
content within the network. Fundamentally, the emergence
of CNs does not necessarily require any new CDN
mechanisms apart from the necessary customization
required for each application so that CDN elements
(surrogate servers, proxies) become aware of the content
and application semantic. A challenge lies in the ability of
the CDN elements to react fast enough to changes in
network conditions to avoid any service disruption. The
more interactive the service is, the more stressed the CDN
elements are. This situation is somewhat new compared to
first generation CDNs where the foremost purpose was to
boost up access to Web content. The main challenge for the
first generation CDNs was to offer a significantly better
service compared to the legacy Internet best-effort service.
In the case of CNs, the objective is not primarily to offer a
better service than the legacy best effort service but to offer
a consistent service throughout users sessions’ lifetime.
With respect to this constraint one of the biggest challenges
for CNs is the ability of CNs to continuously monitor
network conditions. Among other aspects, monitoring
network conditions means assessing available bandwidth
and links capacity on different network segments (from
central to surrogate servers or from surrogate servers to
clients). While techniques and tools have been proposed by
the network measurement community (see [30] for a survey
on bandwidth measurement techniques), we are still far
from a satisfying solution to meet multimedia content
requirements. Directing users to the correct surrogate server
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also requires specific measurement techniques. Extreme
cases of network load changes are flash-crowd and DDOS
attacks. The counter measures to be taken against these
events might depend on the service that is provided. High
added value services (e.g. interactive video-on-demand)
might require specific provisioning while intermediate
added value services (e.g. personalized news-on-demand)
might rely on users’ cooperation through some peer-to-peer
mechanism to temporally offload the CDN [31–33].
Network monitoring if also important in the context of
the wireless world, because it converges to a whole IP
solution. Wireless users might have high download
bandwidth (e.g. in 3G networks), but may suffer highly
fluctuating network conditions due to mobility or fading
effects.
5.2. Towards a research CN
The need for a CN research platform stems mainly from
two aspects of CN research. There is the need to collect
usage statistics to inform system design and engineering
decisions. Here the challenge is to ‘look into the future’, by
deploying new services to a user population and on a
platform reflecting a real world deployment, rather than
restrict testing to the labs. To be effective, such a CN should
not only be very stable, but also operate within a realistic
scenario.
On the other hand, researchers will also want to be able to
quickly deploy and test new services and mechanisms, as
part of a normal system research cycle. In this context,
stability cannot be guaranteed and the drive for quick results
would mean simulating user requests (using the real patterns
measured on a stable CN) to generate real CN traffic. This
points to the need for an integrated research framework that
allows researchers to quickly assemble CN systems from
existing components implementing parts of the system they
do not directly focus on.
Furthermore, because of the performance issues encountered in CN research, researchers should be given the
opportunity to experiment with low-level operating systems
mechanisms (e.g. disk scheduling, network protocols, etc.).
However, access to low-level system mechanisms can have
dramatic impact on the overall system performance and
stability and should therefore only be granted if proper
isolation of concurrent experiments can be guaranteed.
It should be noted that world-wide testbeds already exist
(e.g. PlanetLab [88]) which can be used to support part of
the CN research. However, it is not clear that these testbeds
are sufficient as their operating performance may not reflect
the real operating circumstances one would find in a CN: for
instance, due to other experiment being carried out on
PlanetLab, node loads and offered traffic may be skewed
away from reality, while the sharing model currently used in
PlanetLab seriously limits the disk space available to each
experiment. It may therefore be necessary to create a
separate, but complementary, CN testbed with access

control in order to limit concurrent experiments to a
reasonable level. In this context, operating systems that
provide virtual machines on top of the hardware (e.g. the
Xenoserver [110]) can effectively be used to multiplex
several virtual CN networks (including a stable, statistics
collecting one) onto the same hardware platform, while
providing the required isolation properties. Virtualization,
coupled with appropriate time-multiplexing access control
to the platform (i.e. booking system that limits the number
of concurrent experiments) and advanced portal support (for
the repository) of code and research results, seem to be a
promising approach to providing a research CDN platform.
Whichever approach is taken to built such a CN research
platform, common challenges include: access and sharing of
interesting content to reflect normal user operations, the
very difficult task (due to the distributed nature of the
testbed itself over the Internet) of being able to measure and
recreate conditions of an experiment, the possibility to
quickly put together (i.e. integrate) the required functionality of a CN that incorporates specific new mechanisms,
etc.
Finally, we must stress that with virtualization being
introduced to PlanetLab in the near future [88], the major
difference between the proposed research CN platform and
PlanetLab will be in the access control model, whereby
access to the CN platform will be based on keeping the
number of concurrent experiments to a reasonable level at
all times (while providing long-term access fairness), as
opposed to providing a fair share of existing resources to an
unlimited number of experiments. However, despite the
differences in access control, both platforms would still
complement each other with, for example, clients on
PlanetLab generating requests for content on the research
CN. This complementarity of the platforms is a key to largescale CN research.
5.3. How many CDNs?
If one considers CDNs as the set of functionalities and
active devices within the network and CNs as an upper layer
that aims at transforming application and users needs and
information into metadata, then two natural questions arise
from this global picture:
1. To which extent can the application and users
requirements be transformed into metadata that allow
CDNs to operate without any further control of the
application? The next section will elaborate in more
details on this question
2. How many CDNs/CNs architectures do we need?
Concerning the latter question, two extreme answers are:
† One CDN architecture per application: An argument for
this case is that each application has its own constraints
(e.g. QoS constraints) that require specific mechanisms
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(caching web documents is fundamentally different from
caching video content)
† One CDN architecture shared by all applications: An
argument for this case follows from Section 4, where it
appears that current and future multimedia applications
needs can be handled using a limited and well identified
set of functionalities (caching, pre-fetching, etc.). We
can thus expect the emergence of a generic CDN that all
applications could share. A typical example along this
line is presented in [34] where it is shown that an NVoD
architecture, originally designed for the large scale
distribution of long video movies (e.g. 90 min), was still
efficiently performing when distributing small clips (e.g.
5 or 7 min).
As usually in such cases, we can expect the correct
answer to lye in between the extremes. Accordingly, we can
expect that a few CDN architectures will emerge. At first
sight, we could expect these architectures to correspond to a
few application profiles, depending on the level of
interactivity, the business model, or the nature of the
service, e.g. streaming vs. stored content distribution, etc.
However, we believe that the exact number of CDN
architectures is more fundamentally a function of the extent
to which the CDN operations can exploit metadata
independently of the application control. We elaborate
more on this point in the next section.
While the number of distinct CDN architectures is an
important issue, we can expect, from an operational point of
view, that the number of operated CDNs will be large. As a
consequence, there will be a need for inter-working between
CDNs. This issue has already been addressed in Section 3.1.
However, as pointed out by [9], such initiative has little
chance to succeed due to the complexity of defining a
peering service among CDN providers, as was similarly
observed with the deployment of DiffServ or IntServ among
ISPs. A more promising approach might be the leasing of
on-demand resources, where a CDN provider would lease
some CPU/storage resources, e.g. to cope with a sudden
increase of audience during some special event like the
Olympic Games.
5.4. Exploiting Application and Content Semantics
Current CDN approaches are either implicitly exploiting
application and content semantics (e.g. caching strategies
for Web content), use a rudimentary sub-set (e.g. P2P file
sharing applications) only or largely ignore it. However, the
goal of a CDN is to appropriately exploit them to optimize
the delivery of content within a CN. The challenge in this
context is how to find the right level of abstraction and
balance of application knowledge within the communication sub-system.
The content characteristics that can be exploited at this
level are material and location related metadata but also
content related metadata. Material related metadata refer to
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the kind of multimedia data (e.g. video, audio, Web pages)
and multimedia data formats. This allows providing
optimized communication support for a specific multimedia
data type (e.g. streaming of continuous multimedia data
with bit-rate adaptation in the case of layered encoded
video). Location metadata gives information about where a
copy of the content can be found in the system. This refers to
content in different formats and can include various versions
of the same content object. Location information captured in
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) is an example of how basic
location information can be exploited in a CDN. The
challenge is to use more sophisticated concepts that also
include information about alternative versions, etc.
Whereas material and content related metadata are
already being exploited to a certain extent by CDN, content
related metadata is usually not considered. Content related
metadata refers to all descriptive information. Relevant in
the context of CN is information that allows identifying and
finding content, and IPR related data. Together with context
information this can be used to improve content placement
and delivery within a CN. For instance, the knowledge
about a certain event (e.g. international football game) can
be exploited to place all the related content in close vicinity
to the contestants’ domain, i.e. it can be used to do (pro-)
active content management within a CN. Together with the
application semantic this should enable better and more
efficient utilization of resources and/or an improved QoS for
the service user.
The fact that IPR information can be used to optimize
CNs is a valuable side effect of its main task to protect
content against unauthorized, illegal usage. It has to be
included at the level where content (and not just data) is
being distributed. Thus, it has to be part of a CN.
Apart from the question how and to which extent the
different metadata types should be exploited the issue also
is how to represent it in the system. In general, metadata
can be placed together with the content or may be managed
independently linked via unique identifiers. Metadata as
part of the multimedia data can for instance be found in
different file and stream formats. Further, meaningful file
names and ID can contain metadata information. Even a
traditional TV signal caries metadata in the blanking
inverval. However, the provisions for metadata as part of
the media are not sufficient for rich metadata information
sets. Further, it restricts the usage of this information
together with the media. Therefore, it makes sense to keep
metadata at other locations to use it for system-wide
operations and not only within a local context. Traditionally, databases are used for the management of structured
data. If and how they can be used within a CN
infrastructure has to be researched. Further, other alternatives for the representation of metadata (e.g. information
represented as part of the infrastructure) also have to be
investigated to find the most optimal way for utilizing
metadata within CN.
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5.5. Large scale issue
Currently, Akamai, the largest existing CDN, operates
more than 10,000 boxes. Akamai is offering a service for
Web objects and also, at a smaller scale, an audio/video
streaming service (see [87] for details). However, the type
of applications that CDNs/CNs will support in the future
will transform the current business model where content
producers pay content providers to maximize the impact of
their content into a business model where end users will also
pay to receive (high quality) content. The main issue will
thus be to deliver this high quality content in a scalable
manner (scalability is necessary to maintain low operational
costs). With respect to the scale of the problem, the
following questions need to be altogether addressed:
† How to handle heterogeneity of receivers in terms of
network fan-in, fan-out, and resources available at the
terminal (e.g. CPU, screen size).
† How to handle scalability for broadcast events to a large
audience, scalable congestion control. [85,86] have
demonstrated the complexity of this latter issue.
† How to support low-latency streaming of live multimedia flows (e.g. minimize the number of hops, select
not overloaded peers, etc.). The research platform
described in Section 5.2 will of course play an important
role in the study of scalability issues and solutions. For
instance, it will be capable of supporting large-scale
experiments that integrate, and study this integration of,
various research results into a single system (e.g. hybrid
CDN using techniques from P2P), within a realistic
usage scenario.

6. Conclusions
CDNs are since several years subject to research. This
fact might give the naı̈ve observer the impression that
current and future research results in this area can only be of
incremental nature. However, this impression is wrong, as
we have shown in this paper. First of all, a common
terminology is missing, especially for researchers coming
from different communities, like networking, VoD, multimedia database systems, and content management. By
describing the high-level structure of CDNs and CNs, their
various tasks and relationships, this paper aims to contribute
to a common terminology. There are many important recent
research results and research activities in the area and a brief
overview on them is given in Sections 3 and 4. However,
there are many grand challenges that have not yet been
solved and different research groups have only recently
started to address a few of them. Our conception of the open
research challenges has been validated by the questionnaire
that has been answered by many leading European research
groups in the field. One of the common threads in all the

research challenges we have addressed is the necessity to
move from single mechanisms development towards reallive deployment. Individual mechanisms have to be tested,
evaluated, and deployed in the context of a CN and not just
in an independent simulation or emulation environment.
Operational CNs have to be measured and semantics of
content and applications have to be exploited to improve
efficiency of CN maintenance. In order to be able to
approach these research challenges in settings that are as
realistic as possible, the proper test-beds are needed. Planetlab is a first step in this direction, but more specific CN
support is necessary to enable realistic large-scale testing
and deployment of CNs.
We hope that this paper contributes to establishing a
better understanding of the issues and challenges in CN and
encourages researchers to address those problems.
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